MISS VALDOSTA

Bettye Jackson, a sophomore, was selected as "Miss Valdosta" by the Valdosta Jaycees.

Mary Jo Lott, a junior, was selected as the runner-up and M ary Jo Lott, a senior, was selected as second alternate.

V. S. C. Students Take Part in "Miss Valdosta" Contest

Sammie Steedley, a V.S.C. senior, was selected as "Miss Valdosta" by the Valdosta Jaycees. Bettye Jackson, a sophomore, was runner-up and Mary Jo Lott, a junior, was selected as second alternate.

In this contest not only beauty and talent but also charm, poise, personality and intellect enter into the selection.

Sammie is majoring in education and is very interested in piano. In the talent division she played Rachmanioff's Prelude in C-sharp Minor.

Sammie will represent Valdosta in the "Miss Georgia" contest to be held in Columbus, May 24-25. Here is the Georgia representative for the "Miss America" contest who will present Miss Mary Brand in "Victoria Regina," a dramatic biography by Laurence Housman, at a Dance in a Library for Boys. She then had lunch with Mary Marangos, a member of the Valdosta Rotary Club in the Lanier High Cafeteria.

The program presented by the Frolics included numbers given on the recent VSC Woman's Club concert program. There were several duets by Sonny Welch and Bettye Jackson.

NEW COURSES TO BE OFFERED DURING 51-52 TERM

The 1951 Summer Session and workshop for elementary teachers will begin on June and continue until July 20. Students will be housed in Senior and Ashliey Hail. The women student will be found in Senior Hall, plans are being made for the men students to live in Ashley Hall above the dining hall.

For information concerning courses offered and fees, consult the Summer Session bulletin which may be obtained in the Registrar's office.

MAY 25TH DEADLINE FOR SELECTIVE SERVICE TEST APPLICATIONS

The deadline for receipt of Selective Service Committee of applications has been extended to May 25 by Selective Service Educational Testing Service announced today. All applications must be in the hands of Educational Testing Service by May 26, 1951. This applies to the July 12 date for those students whose religious beliefs prevent their taking the test on Saturday, as well as to the June 16 and June 30 deadlines. Applications are no longer being processed for the May 26, 1951, deadline.

Students who wish to take the test must secure, complete, and mail applications at once.

PRETTY GIRLS — You seem very quiet tonight Roland. Are you sure you love me?

Latin - I didn't even notice it tonight Roland. Are you sure you love me?

GEORGE "BOUNCER" SMITH went to Athens last Tuesday to represent Valdosta State College in the Southeastern Intercollegiate Golf Tournament. This is the first time the Georgia has entered intercollegiate competition but it is hoped we will be represented in such events in the future. There will be approximately twenty-five southeastern colleges represented in this tournament.

MAY 24-25: THE WORKSHOP FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS will be held in Columbus, May 24-25. There will be no special plans for the picnic (with the exception of a big lunch), but everyone will spend the time swimming, sunbathing, playing cards, or just taking life easy.

The main highlight of the entire weekend will be the formal ball, Saturday night, at the Woman's Building, from 8:00 P. M. until 12:00. Bob Bolden's Orchestra will provide the music. This is the way the Frolics vacate Friday night. And don't forget about dressing up for the special event, beginning at 7:00 P. M. and concluding at 1:00 A. M., until the next morning.

The grand finale of Frolics will be a breakfast in the House-in-the-Woods at 12:30 A. M., at the close of the dance. This breakfast will be the big event of the frolics weekend, will last until 2:00 A. M.

You can't fool all the people all the time, but you can come surprisingly close...
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MARION WATERS

Second Childhood

There comes a time in every girl’s life when she has to let go. Take summer, for instance. Then there is the season of looking suit.

As everyone knows in a general term, what is so quaintly termed the “Great Debate,” a definition and discussion will not be attempted here because we are not in the Constitutional Law Department. It has reached a magnitude so great as to attract the attention of those in our own political parties. In fact, the halls of V.S.C. are taken on a stale atmosphere as these two intellectual giants discuss the events leading to and especially the action itself.

The first of the gentlemen is the distinguished journalist and political scientist, Mr. Keith “Westbook Fogg” Dame. Mr. Dame is a man who has traveled (having worked for a time in the employ of the U.S. Navy) and his interests have taken him into many fields, both in the Social and Physical Sciences. He is noted for punctuality in the latter field. Mr. Fogg is well versed in constitutional law and has done extensive research on impeachment and other related cases. He is noted for his wide divergences of ideas and opinions a most interesting and I might add, acrimonious discussion.

I wish that roommate of mine that I have always been a little retarded in growth of mine didn’t eat all my spinach and oatmeal child.

We were in the dress shop and I was about to try the latest thing in dresses. I glanced through the door to the women’s room, with my roommate close at my heels, and without further ado I put on a dress. It was a lovely thing with a Peter Pan collar and cap sleeves.

I was having the first dance to-...

That men students who are life guards on schedule hours of swimming be paid for number of hours worked. Schedules and wages are pending on approval from the President.

Now, we know that these classes from 3 to 4 o’clock could not be abolished—we did not want them to be taken away from our time—though we desire—provided we had a life guard and there were no classes being held. There is also one little item we would like a straight out with those whom it concern. There has been some talk about playing frisbee on the lawns of the dorms...
THE SLAVE MARKET

By SNIFFY

"All who want to go, meet me in the Rotunda after dinner!"

When that call was issued, excitement rose, and dinner was consumed in a short time. I went and signed that I wanted to go.

"O.K. Girls, we'll leave at 8:20, so be here then. Don't be late." You know, I feel like I'm getting ready for the slave market. All I need is a number across my back so they won't get me confused with the others. Oh well—signed, I might as well go. Hey, what are you going to wear? How about the shoes? I'll wear flats cause I hear they don't grow them very tall out there. You never know about such, so to be safe I'll stay as low as I can.

Before a calm could descend with any permanence a thunder arose on the back porch. Suddenly the hinges flew from the door and in galloped eleven of my twelve nieces and nephews, number twelve was still trying to catch a frog outside. When that door hit the floor, I knew, how the enemy felt when they saw Teddy Roosevelt enter a San Hill, shouting "CHARGE!"

That Smelly Thing Off My Theme

"A million bucks when he quit he only thing he rides today is a mop" C. A. didn't take a hand.

That's not what I heard. Yeah, I guess it is. Don't drag me, I'm coming.

"Hey! hurry up!" ... "goodbye" ... I wish I were in my room studying—even studying wouldn't be too bad.

Hey, who's that singing back there? Do they try to keep our morale high? "Nah, I'm just a worry bird." Did you hear the one about the man who sold his brain for $100? You gave him $50 and you had to buy the other half.

We re leaving ... "goodbye" ... I don't know where I'm going to go.

---the Kernel

---Missouri Showmen's News

"Baby", said the frat boy to his date, "did that kiss I just gave you make you long for me anymore?" "It sure did", spat his date, "but he's out of town."

---Penn State Froth

C. C. VARNEDEO & CO.

The Style Center of Valdosta

Things of Beauty for the GIRL GRADUATE

A New Shipment of TERRY CLOTH SHIRTS

Just the Thing for Warm Weather

V. S. C. BOOKSTORE

Brookwood Pharmacy

For Complete Drug Service

Call 812

Patterson Street

136 North

Bob Belcher's Drug Store

---For Complete Drug Service---
CALL ME MADMAN

By ELLINOR JONES

No, I'm not in a rut. However, I think I have become a madman. For your reduc- tion, I am not referring to the defini- tion of the article in the last level. I am not referring to the fact that my article wasn't published, I want you to know and make sure you know that I have been writing for the Washington Post.

Again, there was one for which I heard. It was the opening of the D.A.R. re- union, held by two chief priests. I don't know how one of them felt, but something of what he felt like the index and not a page. Anyway, last week, particularly had not two, nor four, nor six, nor eight, nor ten, nor twenty, nor a hundred; but you may wonder where they put them but don't worry, she had moved the body guarding with less than three hundred pounds. I de- cided that it was better to belong to the National Garden Club. Then I saw some women who looked like the members of the American Revolution.

Again, I was a soldier, a citizen, a man and a student. I asked if I had heard my wife. In the first place, the total number; in the second, the number of women; in the third, the number of men; in the fourth, the number of schools. The total number of schools was less than 6,000,000 women in the first place, and less than 1,000,000 men in the second. It is interesting to note that the number of students was less than 1,000,000,000 in the third and 200,000,000,000 in the fourth.

So that there was no problem, besides, we were a few white men. The men who became us or a private box in the Senate. We weren't referring to the fact that everyone hearing Vermont and Oregon aren't referring to any busi- ness about settling government land, so we left. But we wondered around the capital for a while and we did see the most important court house there, the one where the judges' quarters. And we thought about how to select our judges in the future. One day we saw President Johnson and his friends get close enough to him to deliver a speech about the man who was near him but his body guards looked a little too strong.

One afternoon that was the guest speaker. We had the privilege of having the audience. We went through all the formularies such as saluting the flag and singing the national anthem. "Peggy Jeanette in the ribs and told her husband many times. She said 'Who is he, what does he do, how long is he here? I'm Jeannette!' I have often wondered if she said the name other than the one that we refer to as 'Jeannette.'

We really felt like celebrities. Our picture was taken for the newspapers. For souvenir's sake, I bought a

What did the genius say to the elephant? He said 'What did Hollywood do to me? I have never been in Hollywood.' And the elephant said 'You must have been in Hollywood. I have never been there.'

"You Name It, and You Can Have It"

My mother, bless her heart, gets me into more trouble than I can get out of any of them. Just last night she asked me to go to lunch with one of her friends who had a reunion. I thought she was the daughter of her great uncle by marriage twice removed to drop in on her, (not alone of mine that for once can leave a postcard and call it even) I accepted the date.

Fake. fake. I am I went to the door in the best of spirits. It was opened by Mr. D, who was very polite. I was I wondered how he put that way. He gave me a large drink and Mrs. D gave me ten dollars. I tried to refuse but she insisted and hoped that we would remain friends and then she walked in. My first thought and desire was to run. But was my second but my mind refused to throw over shock that last. I wanted to ask for another drink and ten more dollars but my throat was stuck. She drug me down the street. I looked in the window of the shoe store and saw that the first time I've gotten lipsticked in the middle of my mouth. I might have been able to stand it if I had had my two boot friends, namely my favorite pen and sweat- check book. I had to give up. She guided me to eat. The ma­

Quizzes Approach!

DAVE

The time fast approaches when another school year will be at an end. The students of V.S.C. will have had another school year and will begin another. It is really a gratifying feeling, that certain of us must move on. But it is also a three weeks fiiied time. In scarcely three weeks another school year will be at an end. In scarcely three weeks, we must not be taken unaware.

We must not be taken unaware.

What did the genius say to the elephant? He said 'What did Hollywood do to me? I have never been in Hollywood.' And the elephant said 'You must have been in Hollywood. I have never been there.'

"You Name It, and You Can Have It"

My mother, bless her heart, gets me into more trouble than I can get out of any of them. Just last night she asked me to go to lunch with one of her friends who had a reunion. I thought she was the daughter of her great uncle by marriage twice removed to drop in on her, (not alone of mine that for once can leave a postcard and call it even) I accepted the date.

Fake. fake. I am I went to the door in the best of spirits. It was opened by Mr. D, who was very polite. I was I wondered how he put that way. He gave me a large drink and Mrs. D gave me ten dollars. I tried to refuse but she insisted and hoped that we would remain friends and then she walked in. My first thought and desire was to run. But was my second but my mind refused to throw over shock that last. I wanted to ask for another drink and ten more dollars but my throat was stuck. She drug me down the street. I looked in the window of the shoe store and saw that the first time I've gotten lipsticked in the middle of my mouth. I might have been able to stand it if I had had my two boot friends, namely my favorite pen and sweat- check book. I had to give up. She guided me to eat. The ma­